During the second year we surveyed 5 slums for SCDCs (SMILE Child Development Centres), 2 SCDCs at Atal Awas, Kabeer Nagar and at Chandi Nagar basti were started to cater working children. We focused towards education and health, our health staff closely monitored the growth and health of the children who came to our SCDCs. All the enlisted working children came to SCDC in the evenings for 2 hrs and could get acquainted with reading and writing. We also generated awareness on the situation and involvement of Child Labour in firework industries and also on issues like HIV/AIDS. May Day was observed with working children.

Our SCDC at Bagbahara is running successfully.

Under our program SFDP (SMILE Farmer Development Program) we initiated SHG and JLG formation in Bagbahara Block of Mahasamund district. Activities under SFDP were formation of SHGs and JLGs, Livelihood Support Programs, training the in different IGPs. Bank Link-up was done with objective of Financial Inclusion.

We were selected by EHA (Global Fund) and responsibility of Bagbahara Block was given to us for RNTCP (Revised National Tuberculosis Control Program) we conducted 50 SMs (Sensitization Meetings) and 12 MMs (Mid Media Programs), under which we sensitized SHGs, Panchayats, Youth Groups and CBOs. Bullock Cart Shows and wall paintings were done under MM.

Application for 12-A and 80-G registration of Income Tax was given.

**SMILE SESVS conducted the following programs:**

**August 2012**

On 16th August 2012.SMILE Child Development Centre, Chandi Nagar at Raipur was inaugurated

Mr. J. S. Lal, treasurer, SMILE SESVS, Shared the importance of Independence Day and also talked about SMILE SESVS’s activities for Child Labors and Drop-outs. Mr. Jeetendra Singh, Chief Functionary, SMILE, encouraged all the children to come to SMILE Center regularly for studies. 37 Child Labors and drop-outs along their young brothers and sisters came to the SCDC as there is no Angan Wadi at this place. Mr. Vikas Masih, teacher, SCDC, gave vote of thanks.
On 17th August 2012, SMILE Child Development Centre, at Atal Awas, Kabeer Nagar, Raipur was inaugurated by Mrs. Prabha Singh, President, SMILE SESVS.

48 children including Child Labors and Drop-outs are registered at this SCDC. Mr. Sahu, local leader was also present and talked about obedience. Mrs. Prabha Singh, President SMILE SESVS talked about the importance of education and encouraged all the children in and around to come to SCDC regularly for education and recreation. She also appreciated the cleanliness of the children along SCDC. Children presented songs and poems on this auspicious occasion. Mrs. Asha Sahu, teacher, SCDC, gave vote of thanks.

**September 2012**

18th September 2012 – PROJECT AXSHYA NGO Training - Training of 4 selected NGOs working in Mahasamund District was organized by project Axshya on T.B. Awareness. This training was done to equip civil society so that people in general and CBOs in particular get sensitized towards Tuberculosis and the misconceptions towards it. SMILE SESVS is selected for 2 blocks of Mahasamund District; Bagbahara & Basna. Mr. Sanjeeb Barik, District Co-ordinator, Mahasamund District, Project Axshya welcomed all the Trainees from respective NGOs. He talked about Revised National Tuberculosis Control Program (RNTCP) and the supportive role of civil society in creating awareness on T. B. Mr. Jeetendra Singh, Chief Functionary; Mrs. Nibha Singh, Program Secretary; Mr. Puranik Gaikwar and Mr. Bhagirathi Gaikward, Community Mobilizers participated in this training from SMILE SESVS.

Sessions on Introduction of T.B. along programs by NGOs was shared by Mr. Sanjeeb Barik. Several queries regarding the methodology and type of programs were raised by floor on which Mr. Sanjeeb Barik gave clarifications.

Programs were shared as Sensitization Meetings (SM) and Mid-Media Activities (MM) in details by which the objectives of the project will be achieved through Sputum Collection and Re-tracking of Defaulters.

Mr. Sanjeeb Barik also shared financial and reporting formats.

One more training session was planned with DTO (District TB Officer).

1st Sensitization Meeting (SM) on T.B. (Tuberculosis) was organized on 21st September 2012 at Saraipali, block Bagbahara district Mahasamund. 9 members of SMILE Jai Kisan SHG were present for this sensitization meeting on TB. This Sensitization Meeting was held under SMILE Farmer Development Program (SFDP). Mr. Jeetendra Singh introduced Project Axshya and talked about RNTCP. He also shared the objectives of this SM mentioning the national figures of TB affected and mortality rate per day.
Mrs. Nibha Singh talked about Tuberculosis its type along the symptoms. She also shared about DOTs and treatment procedure. Mrs. Nibha Singh initiated a discussion on the general reaction towards TB patient; she shared precautions to be taken within and outside the family in public. Mr. Jeetendra Singh encouraged all the SHG members to observe and find TB suspects and guide them to SMILE Community Mobilizer or Health Worker so that the suspect can confirm status and if found infected get proper treatment. All the members present agreed to play their role in TB detection and further procedure.

Members shared their need as follows:

- Goat Farming.
- Farming Information.
- Fish Farming.
- Soil Testing.

Mr. Jeetendra Singh assured members that soon expert in concerning fields will be brought in their midst.

2nd Sensitization Meeting (SM) was organized on 24th September 2012 at Shikaripali, block Bagbahara district Mahasamund. This Sensitization Meeting was held under SMILE Farmer Development Program (SFDP). 17 members representing SHG and Health Worker were present for this sensitization meeting on TB. This meeting was organized at Panchayat Bhawan, Shikaripali. Mr. Jeetendra Singh introduced Project Axshya and talked about RNTCP. He also shared the objectives of this SM mentioning the national figures of TB affected and mortality rate per day.

Mrs. Nibha Singh talked about Tuberculosis its type along the symptoms. She also shared about DOTs and treatment procedure. Discussion on the attitude of Government officials and Health Card issue was initiated by Mr. Bhushan Lal. All the members contributed towards the topic, Mr. Jeetendra Singh shared about the other Government facilities which go in vain without claim and encouraged members to regularly come to meeting for getting more and more information.

Mrs. Nibha Singh initiated a discussion on the general reaction towards TB patient; she shared precautions to be taken within and outside the family in public.

One TB suspect was identified during meeting as Mr. Patiram Kosiarya, he was promised to get sputum testing next month. All the members present agreed to play their role in TB detection and further procedure.
On 27th September 2012, 3rd Sensitization Meeting (SM) was organized at Ukhra, block Bagbahara district Mahasamund. 9 participants including Health Worker, Mitanin, Sahayka and Sarpanch were present for this sensitization meeting on TB. This meeting was organized at Panchayat Bhawan, Ukhra.

Mr. Jeetendra Singh also talked about the group dynamics and he also shared the methods of Organic Farming which can be easily managed by the farmers as per their need. Mr. Vijay Patel, Sarpanch along all the members agreed to play their role in TB detection and further procedure.

On 29th September 2012, 4th Sensitization Meeting (SM) was organized at Darbekera, block Bagbahara, district Mahasamund at 11:30 am. This meeting was organized at Angan Badi, Darbekera. 11 members including Angan Badi- Karyakarta, Sahayka, members of Jai Budha Dev Mahila SHG and Panch were present for this sensitization meeting on TB. Mrs. Nibha Singh introduced RNTCP and Project Axshya. She also shared the objectives of this SM mentioning the national figures of TB affected and mortality rate per day.

Mr. Puranik Gaikward, Community Mobilizer, SFDP, SMILE SESVS talked about Tuberculosis its type along the symptoms. He also shared about DOTs and treatment procedure. Mr. Puranik Gaikward encouraged all the participants to observe and look for TB suspects and guide them to SMILE Community Mobilizer or Health Worker so that the suspect can confirm status and if found infected get proper treatment. Mr. Puranik Gaikward also talked about the group dynamics and he also shared the methods of Organic Farming which can be easily managed by the farmers as per their need.

Present SHG members shared their need of IGP as GOATERY; Mrs. Nibha Singh assured them that along other SHG members training will soon be organized.

On 29th September 2012, 5th Sensitization Meeting (SM) was organized at Paterapali, block Bagbahara, district Mahasamund. This meeting was organized at Panchayat Bhawan, Paterapali at 3:30pm. 12 members including Angan Badi Karyakarta, Sahayka and also 2 Panch were present for this sensitization meeting on TB.

Mr. Jeetendra Singh introduced RNTCP and Project Axshya. He also shared the objectives of this SM mentioning the national figures of TB affected and mortality rate per day.

Mr. Bhagirathi Gaikward talked about Tuberculosis its type along the symptoms. He also shared about DOTs and treatment procedure.
Mr. Jeetendra Singh shared about the other Government facilities which go in vain without claim and encouraged members to regularly come to meeting for getting more and more information. Mr. Bhagirathi Gaikward initiated a discussion on the general reaction towards TB patient; he shared precautions to be taken within and outside the family in public. Mr. Jeetendra Singh also talked about the group dynamics and he also shared the methods of Organic Farming which can be easily managed by the farmers as per their need. Mr. Meghnath Ratre, Panch along all the members agreed to play their role in TB detection and further procedure; he also wanted to get more information on Organic Farming, Mr. Jeetendra Singh assured him to bring an expert on the topic among them so that they may get proper information from authentic person.

**October 2012**

- **13 Sensitization Meetings (SM) were organized from 1st to 12th October 2012 at different villages. Activities done under SM are the same as mentioned in previous SM’s reports.**

**November 2012**

- **Anti Fire Cracker Movement** - Poster and pamphlet were printed for awareness regarding the involvement and exploitation of Child Labour in fire work industries. Posters were pasted on all the prominent places of Raipur like Bus Stops, Ghadi Chawk, Schools, Pachpadee Naka and other places.

Pamphlets were printed and distributed with news papers at all the major places of Raipur.
Under **SMILE Farmer Development Program (SFDP)** 1st **Livelihood Support Training (LST)** on Goatery and Fishery was organized for SHGs and JLGs on their demand on 12th December 2012 at Paterapali (s), block - Bagbahara, district – Mahasamund. 173 members from our SHGs and JLGs were present for LST.

Mr. J. S. Lal, Treasures – SMILE SESVS led the LST. Guests present were Mr. Narayan Singh Nayak, Sarpanch- Paterapali (s), Mr. Narendra Singh, Department of Fisheries – Bagbahara, Dr. Sinha – Department of Animal Husbandry – Narra & Mr. Chandrabhan Mannade – Branch Manager- ESAF Micro Finance & Investments Private Limited – Mahasamund.

Guests were welcomed by Mrs. Nibha Singh, Program Manager – Health, SMILE SESVS, Mr. Puranik Singh Gaikward, Community Mobilizer- SMILE SESVS and Mr. Bhagirathi Gaikward, Community Mobilizer- SMILE SESVS.

Mr. Puranik Singh Gaikward talked about **RNTCP** and **Project AXSHYA**; he also shared the symptoms of T. B. and encouraged the suspects to give their sputum for testing at the Sputum Collection Stall which was kept at the training place. He told members about the **37 Sensitization Meetings** conducted by SMILE SESVS in different villages till date.

Mr. Chandrabhan Mannade shared the guidelines about SHG formation.

Mr. Narendra Singh shared all the Govt. Schemes regarding fishery in details. He talked about the methods by which farmers can have fish ponds of various sizes and put different verity of fish at the same time. He also gave information about the feed and the procedure of feeding. Mr. Narendra Singh encouraged all the members to take up fishery at the level of SHG and JLG. He also assured his help to all the members when needed and asked.

Dr. Sinha talked about the easy and economic methods of Goat Keeping. He shared about the different verities of goat. He also talked about the feed and the procedures of feeding.

Dr. Sinha told the members about the diseases and treatment. He also shared the Govt. Schemes regarding Goat Rearing. He encouraged all the members to take Goat Rearing as business as it is one good way of making profit.

During open session for floor people asked questions about fishery and goat rearing on which Mr. Narendra Singh and Dr. Sinha responded.
Booklets and pamphlets were distributed to all the members regarding T. B. Sensitization and also about Goatery and Fishery.

Mrs. Nibha Singh, Program Manager – Health, SMILE SESVS made Referrals for Sputum Test and people were provided Sputum Collection Container so that they may collect morning sputum and go to Komakhan DMC or nearest DMC for Spot Collection & Lab Test. Present members demanded training on Pickle making, Badi making, Agarbatti, Wax candle making and Tailoring. Assurance of one Livelihood Support Training every month was given to all members by Mr. Jeetendra Singh, Chief Functionary- SMILE SESVS.

Mr. J. S. Lal concluded the Livelihood Support Training by vote of thanks.

Bal Khel Kud – On 18th December 2012, games for nearly 200 basti children of Bhave Nagar, Raipur, was jointly organized by SMILE SESVS and Koinonia Group.

Mr. J. S. Lal, Treasurer, SMILE SESVS and President Koinonia Group Raipur talked about the importance of Games in a healthy body which leads to healthy mind and healthy living.

All children were divided age wise and gender wise into 8 groups; Mrs. Nibha Singh, Joint Secretary, SMILE SESVS and Mr. Arun Waghe, Koinonia Group organized 50m Race, Book Race, Thread Needle Race and Spoon Ball Race.

Children participated in all the events and winners were awarded.
January 2013

14th & 15th January 2013 - Meeting with National and National Monitoring Officer- PROJECT AXSHYA.

Mr. Sanjeeb Barik District Co-ordinator, Introduced representatives of all 4 NGOs partnering Project AXSHYA in Mahasamund District to Dr. Sarabjeet Chadda, National Director, Project AXSHYA and to Dr. Shreenath, National Monitoring and Evaluation Officer, Project AXSHYA.

NGO Present were-

1. SMILE Samajik Evam Sanskritik Vikas Sanstha, Raipur.
2. EMFIL, Mahasamund.
4. Seva Bhawan Hospital, Jagdishpur.

Ms. Esther from Emmanuel Hospital Association, New Delhi was also present.

Dr. Chadda shared the purpose of meeting with partnering NGOs. He emphasized on restructuring sputum collection activity, AXSHYA villages and Outreach activities like sputum collection along health camps. He also permitted to conduct monthly meetings of TB Forum.

Dr. Shreenath emphasized on record keeping, mapping, DMC visit and data collection, sputum collection and transportation documentation. He wanted all the NGO to mark 10 km radius area from base office for efficient working.

Mr. Jeetendra Singh, Chief Functionary, SMILE SESVS shared the information on Sensitization Meetings, Special activities and Mid Media. He also shared the mapping of Bagbahara Block.

**Dr. Chadda appreciated and asked all other NGOs to follow the Woking of SMILE SESVS.**

Dr. Chadda and Dr. Shreenath interacted with SHG members and villagers during field visit to Ghoyanabahara and Darbekera.
For T.B. sensitization under Project AXSHYA, Sensitization Meetings and Mid Media Activities were done in different villages. Sensitization Meetings were with SHGs, Panchayat members, anganwadi teachers along mitanins. Small groups are sensitized with the objective to enable them to carry on the message on T. B. Sensitization meetings were done in Junwani, Amera, Ukhra, Lamisarar and Darbekera. Sensitization Meetings were conducted from 14th January to 19th January 2013. Members present in Sensitization Meetings assured to carry the information on T.B. and disseminate at their level. They will also motivate the suspects to get their selves checked at nearest DMC.

Under Mid Media Activity for mass awareness on T. B. Bullock Cart Show was done at 6 villages. This activity was conducted from 22nd January to 24th January 2013. Megaphone was used to broadcast proper information to all the people in the village. Symptoms were shared and information of free check-up and treatment was disseminated. Villages covered are Saraipali, Amera, Lamisarar, Ukhra, Paterapali (s) and Londemuda.

CBO Training - Under Project AXSHYA 2 day’s Training of CBOs was organized on 30th and 31st January 2013 at Sen Bhawan, Emlibhata, Mahasamund. CBOs from SMILE SESVS and EMFIL were present for this training.

Mr. Sanjeeb Barik District Co-ordinator, Project AXSHYA, welcomed all the guests and CBOs. He introduced the subject and need of training.

Mr. Jeetendra Singh, Chief Functionary, SMILE SESVS shared his presentations on -
2. Leadership – The Role of Leaders, what makes a Good Leader? and How to choose Leader?

Mr. Jeetendra Singh involved all the CBOs into an act which was based on Group Functioning. He generated the importance and need of working together for achieving certain goals. Sessions on record keeping in SHGs was taken by Mr. Chandrabhan Mannade, Branch Manager, EMFIL- Mahasamund.
Mid Media Activities were done in different villages for T.B. sensitization under Project AXSHYA. Under Mid Media Activity for mass awareness on T.B. Wall Painting of Balgam Bhai stating main symptoms of T.B. was done at prominent places in 6 villages. This activity was conducted from 23rd February to 2nd March 2013. Villages covered are Saraipali, Boiergaon, Junwani, Paterapali (s), Darbekera and Narra.

Under SMILE Farmer Development Program (SFDP) Livelihood Support Training (LST) on Washing Powder Making was organized for 27 SHG leaders representing 7 SHGs on 26th February 2013 at Komakhan, block - Bagbahara, district – Mahasamund.

Mr. Jeetendra Singh, Chief Functionary, SMILE SESVS welcomed and introduced the guest resource person Mr. Rambahadur Vishvakarma and also Mr. Sanjeeb Barik, District Co-ordinator, Project AXSHYA.

Mr. Rambahadur Vishvakarma shared about the raw materials and process of making washing powder. He engaged SHG members in washing powder making process, SHG members were very encouraged by their involvement.

Mr. Jeetendra Singh shared the economics of washing powder making; he also encouraged SHG leaders to share about this training in their SHGs. He assured the second level training if any SHG would like to take up washing powder making as business and also encouraged to manage finance at their level as investment is not very high. He assured all the support to SHGs.

Mr. Sanjeeb Barik shared the symptoms of T.B. and encouraged all the SHG leaders to take up challenge to sensitize others.
Washing powder made was packed and every SHG leader took packs to try at their home.

**March 2013**

- Mid Media Activities were done in different villages for T.B. sensitization under Project AXSHYA, mass awareness on T. B. Wall Painting of Balgam Bhai stating main symptoms of T.B. was done at prominent places.
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  This activity was conducted from 3rd March to 7th March 2013. Villages covered are Bindrawan, Londemuda, DMC - Bagbahara and DMC - Komakhan.

- Under **SMILE Farmer Development Program (SFDP) 3rd Livelihood Support Training (LST)** on Washing Powder Making was organized on 21st March 2013 at Saraipali, block - Bagbahara, district – Mahasamund. 36 SHG members took were present for LST on Washing Powder Making.
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  Mr. Jeetendra Singh, Chief Functionary, SMILE SESVS welcomed and introduced the guest resource person Mr. Rambahadur Vishvakarma and also Mrs. Nibha Singh, Joint Secretary and Program Manager from SMILE SESVS.

  Mr. Rambahadur Vishvakarma shared about the raw materials and process of making washing powder. He engaged SHG members in washing powder making process, SHG members were very encouraged by their involvement.
Mr. Jeetendra Singh shared the economics of washing powder making. He also encouraged SHG members to take up washing powder making as business and also encouraged to manage finance at their level as investment is not very high. He assured all the support to SHGs from SMILE SESVS.

Mrs. Nibha Singh shared the symptoms of T.B. and encouraged all the SHG leaders to take up challenge to sensitize others.

Washing powder made was packed and every SHG leader took packs to try at their home.

Mrs. Lileswari Gaikward, member of Jai Kisan SHG, Saraipali thanked all the guests.

Report by :-

_Jeetendra Singh._

Chief Functionary.
SMILE SESVS